I
n this issue, Van Hofwegen, Hovde, and Minnich suggest that the long-term evolution experiments (LTEE) of Lenski and coworkers may need to be reinterpreted (1) . In those experiments, 12 parallel cultures of Escherichia coli have been serially subcultured daily for over 25 years (2) . The lines grow in minimal medium that contains citrate and a low level of glucose. Growth stops when glucose is exhausted because E. coli is characteristically unable to use citrate as an aerobic carbon and energy source (3) . The essentially nongrowing cultures remain in stationary phase, under selection for citrate use, for the rest of the day and are then diluted 100-fold into fresh medium. After about 15 years (31,500 generations), 1 of the 12 lines gained the ability to use citrate (4, 5) . It is remarkable that this change occurred only after many generations of growth and that the change altered a basic species characteristic of E. coli. Extensive analysis of the final citrate-using (Cit ϩ ) clone and cells from previous generations has suggested that citrate usage evolved by a multistep genetic process in which the critical event was a mutation that allowed aerobic expression of a preexisting gene encoding a citrate transporter (CitT). The CitT protein is an antiporter, which imports citrate in exchange for succinate, and its gene is normally expressed only anaerobically (6, 7) . In the evolved clone, aerobic CitT expression is provided by fusing citT to a foreign promoter, usually at the join point of a gene duplication. To explain the long delay-15 years-in achieving this goal, Blount et al. (4, 5) have suggested that the adaptation process involves three steps-potentiation, actualization, and refinement. "Potentiation" involves initial neutral mutations that do not immediately improve growth but allow later improvement by the critical promoter fusion ("actualization"). The initial event is the "historical contingency" that allows the secondary change to be effective and delays growth improvement. Later "refinements" are achieved by increasing expression of the dctA gene, which encodes a transporter that helps recover the succinate lost during citrate import (8) . Since this process alters a fundamental characteristic of E. coli as a species, acquisition of citrate use has been discussed as possibly exemplifying a process that might lead to speciation (5) . These are the conclusions that may need to be reconsidered.
Van Hofwegen et al. demonstrated that typical (Cit Ϫ ) E. coli strains can rapidly and repeatedly acquire the ability to use citrate in the presence of oxygen when selection is imposed continuously on a single batch culture ("direct selection") without serial transfers or with intermittent nonselective growth ("modified direct selection"). Such rapid adaptation was previous reported by Hall (9) . In a batch culture, any mutant lineage with even slightly improved growth on citrate can expand in the population and can acquire further improvements. More importantly, the authors report that the Cit ϩ variants appearing rapidly in batch conditions are generated by essentially the same series of events as those described by Blount et al. (potentiation, actualization, and refinement) (4, 5) . Rapid adaptation can also occur during serial transfers if the selective period is extended to 7 days (see Fig. 1 ). The authors suggest that the delayed appearance of Cit ϩ clones in the LTEE is due to the use of a short (less than 1 day) selective period followed by 100-fold dilution and a period of nonselective growth. This "intermittent" or "pulsed" selection may make it difficult for early adaptive mutations to accumulate sufficiently to successfully traverse the dilution bottleneck from one period of selection into the next. Thus, the delay may not reflect the necessity of a nonselective potentiation event (the "historical contingency") but may rather be due to selective events with a low probability of serial transfer. Remarkably, Van Hofwegen et al. showed that Cit ϩ mutants are selected rapidly and repeatedly without this delay when the population is exposed to continuous selection or when the selective period between transfers is extended from 1 to 7 days.
The serial transfer used by Van Hofwegen et al. and in the LTEE is diagrammed in Fig. 1 . Note that a period of growth on glucose (no selection for citrate use) is followed by a period in which citrate is the only carbon and energy source and most cells cannot grow. Thus, selection for citrate use is "intermittent" or "pulsed."
Rare mutants with slightly improved growth may divide during the selective stationary phase. However, to be retained by the lineage and acquire subsequent improvements, these cells must persist through the next period of unrestricted growth on glucose and successfully traverse the bottleneck imposed by dilution into fresh medium. To pass through this barrier, improving cells must retain their initial genetic change and compete well with the predominant unimproved population during the nonselective growth period. If the initial mutations are reversible copy number changes with fitness costs (as suggested by Van Hofwegen et al.), success may be rare and may thus explain the delayed evolution of fully Cit ϩ cells in LTEE.
Van Hofwegen et al. provide evidence that rapid evolution to the use of citrate proceeds by a model suggested several years ago to explain the appearance of Lac ϩ revertants in the Cairns experiment (10) (11) (12) . In the Cairns experiment, 10 8 cells of a leaky lac mutant were plated on lactose medium, where revertant Lac ϩ colonies appeared and accumulated over a period of several days (13) . This model proposed a multistep process in which the initial event is a simple duplication of the mutant lac allele, which may occur prior to selection. This dosage increase provides a modest growth improvement on lactose medium. As the duplication mutant grows under conditions of selection (or replicates its lac region), growth can be improved by further amplification of the parental mutant lac allele. (This could be viewed as potentiation, but it involves selection). Ultimately, sufficient lac alleles are replicated (more gene copies/cell and more cells/clone) to allow realization (i.e., actualization) of a rare point mutation restoring a Lac ϩ allele. This rare event is made more likely by the preceding amplification of the target sequence (i.e., potentiation). Further growth improvement (i.e., refinement) results from loss of nonrevertant copies of the lac region and consequent stabilization of a single revertant lac ϩ allele. In this model, the entire reversion process occurs under conditions of constant selection. Figure 2 depicts this model as it might be used to explain the (6) . During the potentiation step, duplication and amplification of the cit region are proposed to slightly improve growth and amplification of the region provides enough target sequence to permit the rare deletion event that provides a promoter expressing CitT and generates a new shorter nested duplication. This remodeling is the actualization step, which fuses the citT coding sequence to an aerobically expressed gene (such as uspG), allowing aerobic growth on citrate. During the refinement step, growth on citrate may be improved by amplification or increased transcription of the dctA gene encoding an aerobic C4-dicarboxylate transporter (DctA). This transporter improves growth by recapturing the succinate which is lost during uptake of citrate.
evolution of citrate use in both the batch culture and serial transfer experiments. Notice that the "silent" cit operon is expressed only anaerobically in E. coli (7) . However, dense cell cultures are likely to have low oxygen levels. This makes it likely that the citrate utilization genes may be expressed at least slightly in stationary phase and that citrate usage could be improved by increasing the dosage of the entire cit operon, including the critical citT gene.
Van Hofwegen et al. demonstrated a duplication of the citT region in their selection experiments. Duplication of the cit region could improve growth slightly without requiring a citT promoter fusion. Amplification of this region would also provide multiple substrates for a deletion event that fuses an active promoter to the "silent" citT gene. This rare event could also reflect a de novo duplication event within one of the initial repeats. This fusion event is rare but would become more likely as the initial citT duplication amplifies and cell numbers increase. Creation of a promoter fusion at a duplication junction is the actualization step. This possibility does not contradict recent evidence of the occurrence of point mutations that affect acetate metabolism (14), since selected duplication and amplification could be the primary event.
Once the fusion event has occurred, further improvement (refinement) can result from amplification of original large duplication with its nested promoter fusion or by simple amplification of the small promoter fusion duplication. Growth on citrate is also improved by amplification or increased transcription of the dctA gene encoding an aerobic C4-dicarboxylate/H ϩ transporter (DctA). Indeed, DctA enhances utilization of citrate by recapturing succinate, which is excreted during citrate uptake by CitT as shown by Quandt et al. (8) and by Van Hofwegen et al. These steps are easy to visualize when selection is imposed in a single long-term batch culture or during serial transfer with extended citrate selection. The process is more difficult with daily serial dilutions.
During a serial-dilution LTEE, intermittent short periods of strong selection are interspersed with periods of unrestricted growth (Fig. 1) . The potentiating large duplications probably occur at high frequency but are likely to be very unstable (15) . Such amplifications may improve growth during selection for citrate use but may be subject to rapid loss during periods of unselected growth on glucose. In general, duplication loss rates are higher than formation rates, leading to steady-state frequencies that are typically in the order of 10 Ϫ3 to 10 Ϫ4 for most sites in the Salmonella chromosome (16) . The high loss rate (10 Ϫ2 /cell/generation) makes it likely that potentiating duplications and amplifications are lost during nonselective growth period. This problem is made worse because unselected duplications can impose a substantial fitness cost (16) . Amplifications that enhance growth on citrate are likely to retard growth on glucose. An additional problem noted in the paper is that cells form clumps and filaments when growing on limiting citrate. This reduces the number of "infective centers" and makes it less likely that a slightly improved cell type will get through the bottleneck imposed by dilution and persist to the next selection period. The transitory nature of simple amplifications may explain why the posited simple duplications were not apparent in sequences of cells from early tubes from the LTEE-they may have been lost during nonselective growth prior to sequencing. Many aspects of the pure selection model have been supported by the experiments of Van Hofwegen et al. Other aspects are eminently testable.
We suggest that the primary message of the paper by Van Hofwegen et al. is that the series of events used to explain adaptation in the short-transfer LTEE (and in speciation) might need to be revised. The amplification model supported by this article has already be proposed as a means of evolving new genes (17) and has been experimentally shown to be capable of generating a novel genetic function within as few as 3,000 cell generations (18) . Both of these processes are arguably more difficult to achieve than the ability to activate a single silent gene. It would appear that the delay in the LTEE may not reflect need for a neutral potentiation step but the difficulty of intermittent selection acting on frequent copy number variants. The bottleneck in serial dilutions is hard to traverse when initial improvements are due to an unstable copy number variant that is counterselected during the intervening rapid growth period.
